
.G. Lord spent twelve years as :I 

syndicated political cartoonist-a M stint "Or" she now describes as a diver-. 
sion: "It was a train I didn't expect to take. 1 
never intended to generate popular culture, H 
intended to comment on it." She did just thal: 
in her recent book, Forever Barbie: The 
Unauthorized Biography of a Real Doll 
(William Morrow). Lord shified her focus to 
writing in 1988 and is currently working on 
a ncw book and writing fiction, magazine 

articles, and a children's story (somehow she 
also manages to study Sanskrit and yoga). For 
his issue, Lord dissects the burgeoning art of 
media coaching-therapy for the camera- 
shy. She is convinced that without the train- 
ing she received for her Barbie publicity tour, 
she would be a "pathetic, nontelegenic oaf." 
She's not just being self-deprecating: 
"Without a little bit of grooming," Lord says, 
"most people on television would just be 
packages of tics." 

With the help of a media coach, 
M,G, Lord learns how 

to be effective on TV by disguising 
her true personality. 

Hey, it worked for Bob Dole! 

I'M READY FOR MY CLOSE-UP, MISS WINFREY 

I 
n the late '80s, when Roger Ailes trans-. 
formed George Bush from an oafish speaker 
into a merely wooden one, media coaches 
were a novelty. Today, everyone has them: 
politicians, authors, executives, anyone who 
has to confront the press. In California, 
even fishermen are media-trained; the. 
state's Seafood Council found that real sea-. 

farers could best convince shoppers that their catch 
was fresh. When Newt Gingrich's mother whispered 
a slur into the ear of Connie Chung last winter, 
insiders wondered why she hadn't been coached to 
withstand the wiles of a cunning interviewer. 
"TV is an art form, like haiku," says author Camille 

Paglia, who was mentored by broadcaster Bill Boggs. 
"When I went on the Dick Cavett show the first 
time, I was like a wild animal-I looked like a crea- 
ture from outer space." Thanks to Boggs, she began 
to look less like an angry extraterrestrial. "Television 
makes authors realize how much bigger the world is 
than their small circle," Paglia says. "Media trainers 
are guides to help you interface-I hate to use that 
horrible word-with the world at large." 

I view coaches less as guides than as miracle work-- 
ers. Before my publisher, William Morrow, sent me. 
on the road last year to promote Foreuer Barbie: Thr 

Unauthorized Biography f a  Real Do14 it paid $1,500 
for four hours with top trainer Joyce Newman, who 
has polished Caroline Kennedy, Fabio, even Jeffrey 
Dahmer's father. (Trainers are discreet about their 
clients, so one must rely on leaks to find out who has 
worked with whom.) Morrow had no plans to place 
a schlumpy myopic actual author on tour; New- 
man's job was to invent the stylish, persuasive per- 
son who should have written the book. 

Morrow's decision to rein in my unembellished self 
wasn't exactly withholding a diamond in the rough. 
In 1981, I forgot my name on the Gaby show. In a 
segment that gave me nightmares for years, Jane 
Pauley asked me what my initials stood for and I 
couldn't remember. So, with a fresh Today booking 
looming on my schedule, I let Newman go to work. 

Her first move was to purge polysyllabic words from 
my vocabulary-with a look so withering it felt llke an 
electric shock. When I said "neolithic fertility totem," 
she substituted "stone-age goddess figure." "Vestigial," 
"misogynistic," and "veneration" were also banned. 
"When viewers see a lady intellectual, they change the 
channel," Newman explained. Yiddish was off limits 
as well; meshuga as it sounds, a -1'V audience cannot 
be assumed to know the meaning of the word chutz- 
pah. Next we cobbled out three points for me to > 
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